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The main tasks of the Bologna process
The emergence of a new system of training and estimation immediately interested in modern
teachers in Russia, although at first it was difficult to get used to such innovations. The main thing is
to understand why the Bologna process is needed, and then there will be much less discussions on
this topic.
Its main tasks are the following provisions:
1. expand the borders of higher education;
2. Enhance the mobility of teachers and students;
3. Attract European traditions for further international cooperation;
4. Guarantee graduates of universities. Successful employment abroad;
5. Modernize traditional higher education.
If we speak in a simple language, the Russian Ministry of Education received additional funding from
Europe instead of new training standards attractive in the global labor market.
The main prospects and advantages of the Bologna process
The fact that the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation proceeds to the Bologna process,
it became officially known in 2006, and this resolution was announced by the Minister of Education
and Science of Russia A.A. Fursenko. The reaction was ambiguous, but the arguments of the
scientific actor sounded very encouraging and promised a bright future for the development of
science and education.
First, Europe opened before students, where domestic students now could also receive higher
education. Students of Russian universities can end up several semesters at the Russian University,
and after without any problems continue their training in one of the European universities.
Secondly, then all Russian educational programs have been revised, and from now on compliance
with European standards, thereby raising the quality of education and, accordingly, the qualifications
of university graduates.
Thirdly, the achieved European equilibrium allows domestic students to get a job in international
companies, increasing not only their standard of living, but also qualifications.

And last: the unified European zone of higher education provides effective competition between
European and American universities, which means that the demand for domestic specialists will
rapidly increase, and several times.
What you need to know about the Bologna process?
According to the provisions of the Bologna process, specialists are no longer produced, and the
European Exchange Exchange receives highly qualified masters and bachelors.
Of course, today the fulfillment of all the tasks of this international program is problematic, since it is
very difficult to find the "golden middle" between the generally accepted educational system and
innovative. But still it is real, and in recent years - a bright confirmation of this.
The Bologna process provides a two-level training system, however, domestic science and
education figures openly declare that the balance will be achieved only if the proposed training
system is three-level, and it will be able to harmonize the age-old domestic traditions and European
aspirations for the unity of education.
Probably, a single accumulative loan system has become the main perspective of such innovation,
which has long been practiced in European states.
If the student needs to move to another state, he can calmly translate into a foreign university, while
not losing years of learning, received standings and exams. He simply continues his studies in
another country from the moment it was interrupted.
Such mobility among high school students cannot but rejoice, especially since in practice it has
already been proven that it really works.

So, already mentioned a two-level education system, this is just about the structure of the Bologna
process and it is worth talking more. For him, the following characteristics are characteristic:
1. The Bologna process provides a two-level education system, where the first level covers 3-4
years of study, and at the end assigns a student a bachelor's degree.
The second level is not mandatory, but is considered prestigious and very promising. Training in this
case covers 1 - 2 years, and the release guarantees a master's degree.
For comparison: in Germany, the annual salary of the bachelor is up to 20,000 dollars, and the
master is from 20,000 dollars. So there is, what to think about.
2. The estimation system is called, that is, a student with his knowledge and active participation in
student life earns loans, which determine its future.

One loan is equal to 25 school hours, which the student spends not only for the surrender of the
session, but also at lectures, practical classes and independent study of a particular subject.
Students' participation in conferences, seminars, research and competitions is also accompanied by
additional loans.
3. A diploma of higher education is established by a single sample, which will noticeably simplify the
further employment of foreign graduates in European companies. This is done in order to level the
chances of all applicants for a promising position.

